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There’s always something weird afoot! The neighbourhood kids are hot on the trail 

Elmo is eleven, lives in Berlin-Neukölln, and is a detective. His cases are a welcome diversion 
from normal life: things haven’t been the same since his big brother died. When Elmo meets 
super-sassy gamer Tuna, they set out to hunt for the ‘master melody’ in the notorious online 
game MELOdiy. There’s a big reward for whoever finds it first. But Elmo and Tuna aren’t the 
only ones trying to find it. Thus a harmless case turns into a huge, crazy adventure. 

• Edgy but warm-hearted: a detective story for kids combined with a cool gaming 

challenge 

• For fans of “Rico and Oscar” (Andreas Steinhöfel) 

• Tienti’s uniquely honest, raw, warm narrative voice has won high praise. 
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Summary 

“You know those scenes in films, where the picture suddenly freezes - to show that time has 
stood still? 

As if someone has pressed Pause? 

And then one of the characters suddenly turns to the camera and starts speaking to you?” 

This is how Mountains of Chinese Noodles opens. The wind stops. The sparks from the 
underground train hang in mid-air. The girl with the virtual reality headset stops mid-sentence. 
The little dog stops mid-bark. And Elmo is as if turned to stone.  

He is the one who then addresses the imaginary camera: 

“Hi. I’ve had a bad time recently. 

(A very bad time.) 

But I was given my first case a couple of days ago. 

Then my second. 

Then everything turned really complicated. All topsy-turvy. 

And so now this is where we are. 

[…] 

I’m going to go back a bit now. Back to the beginning. To the moment when I think it all started.” 

The story then ‘rewinds’ to Elmo in his bedroom.  

Elmo is an 11-year-old detective who lives with his mum and his older sister Nelly. His mum 
runs a corner shop and never has time for them; their flat is always full of things to sell - 
including endless piles of Chinese noodles. From his bedroom window, Elmo has a view of the 
memorial to his older brother Berthold, who recently died in a road accident. He also has a view 
of the road and the faulty traffic lights which caused his brother’s death. 

Elmo hasn’t left the house since Berthold’s death. However, he’s finally lured out by the dog 
which keeps barking below his window. The dog takes an instant shine to Elmo - who 
reciprocates. However, his mum and Nelly won’t agree to have a dog, so he sets out to find its 
owner. 

In the process, we are introduced to Elmo’s friends: Spider, who owns another corner shop near 
the Underground, and Hertha, who owns the sausage van. Hertha recognises the dog, and says 
his name is Idefix. He is apparently the worst behaved dog in Neukölln, and belongs to “some 
guy” whom she occasionally sees around. 
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Elmo starts to put up ‘lost dog’ posters - but is suddenly intercepted by a terrifying piratical man 
who accuses Elmo of stealing his dog. The scary man then takes the dog away. 

Elmo returns home and muses on how he became a detective. When he was eight, he was given 
a box of papers at a jumble sale. It included every issue of one particular paper - The Young 
Detective, by Master Detective Rufus Rockerfeller. This has taught him all he needs to know. 

When he wakes up, he realises he has two missions: 1. to find the dog; and 2. to sort out the 
faulty traffic light that killed his brother. 

Finding the dog is, it turns out, relatively straightforward. Elmo tracks Idefix down to his ‘home’ 
- a dismal flat. Elmo sees through the window that the pirate-man is lying on the floor, injured. 
He breaks through the door-shutter and helps the man. His name is Birol, and he is initially 
angry with Elmo, but then becomes more friendly. His flat is in a disgusting state, and he 
appears to be unable to look after himself, never mind a dog. However, he then shows Elmo his 
‘work room’ - which is spotless, filled with tools and instruments for inventions. He then tells 
Elmo that he devised a system for freezing kebabs. As a result of his obsession with his kebab-
machine, he lost his wife and daughter. He believed he would be a bad father if he couldn’t even 
make a successful machine. So he left his wife two weeks before the baby was born. He has 
never seen either of them since. However, he knows that his daughter is called Tuna. He shows 
Elmo a photograph of her.  

Elmo offers his detective services to find her. Birol agrees. Elmo says his only payment would be 
taking Idefix for walks. He would also like a switch to help him with his plan to fix the traffic 
light. 

The school holidays end, and Elmo has to return to school. He was absent prior to the holidays 
due to his brother’s death. He gathers that all his classmates are obsessed with a new online 
game - MELOdiy. There are various levels to pass (including scaling a mountain and creating 
your own melody), until you reach the ‘tutorial’, and virtual reality. Elmo doesn’t understand 
this; he doesn’t even possess a mobile phone. 

Elmo asks his friends to look for Tuna on the internet, and they locate her at a park in Berlin. 
Detective Elmo sets out to find her, disguising himself behind a newspaper. He does indeed find 
her: she is sitting in the little park near the Underground, wearing something odd on her head 
and waving her hands around. Something by her leg is catching the sunlight.  

It transpires that she, too, is playing MELOdiy on a VR headset, and that she is the current 
MELOdiy champion. However, Elmo has some serious explaining to do, as she wrongly thinks he 
has been sent to stalk her by the person who has been hacking into her MELOdiy account and 
trying to ensure that she doesn’t win the huge cash reward for finishing the game. 

It also transpires that the thing that was glinting in the sunlight is her prosthetic leg. 

Tuna is eventually convinced that Elmo is harmless, and offers him a turn with her VR headset. 
Elmo is unsure - and is even more so when a terrifying dragon appears on his screen.  

He returns to Birol. He tells Birol that he has found Tuna; Birol, however, no longer wants to 
know. He says Elmo can walk Idefix anyway. 
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On his way home, Elmo has a severe panic attack. This is what happens when he tries to cross 
roads with traffic lights. Hertha comes to his aid and helps him home. 

He wakes at 3.30AM, feeling hungry. He fancies some of the Chinese noodles piled up in the 
kitchen. He also wants to eat them in Berthold’s room, which has been untouched since 
Berthold’s death. While in Berthold’s room, it occurs to him that his brother had a mobile phone. 
He rummages around and finds it; MELOdiy is already downloaded onto it. He sets up his own 
account in the name of Puppet Master, and starts to play the game. 

The following day, Elmo goes to take Idefix for a walk. Birol is angry with him for not appearing 
the previous day. Elmo says he was “ill” (not wanting to explain about his brother’s accident). 
They quarrel - but Birol also gives him the switch which he has made for Elmo’s traffic-light 
scheme. His sister Nelly helps him to attach it to the lamp post. 

Elmo then meets Tuna again, and she talks to him about her leg, and her problems with her 
mother (who expects her to be a model schoolgirl). They talk about the game. Elmo dislikes the 
fact that it involves fighting; his solution is to jump over the ‘enemy’. Tuna finds it easy because 
she can ‘see’ sounds. The sounds in the game become pictures in her brain, making it easy for 
her to defeat the monsters. This is why she is the champion gamer. 

That is: until she was hacked. Now the sounds don’t fit with the images. However, she has been 
playing it as a challenge. She got as far as the dragon at the end; it opened its mouth and then 
she was gripped by terror and pains in her head, and had to go to bed. It was, she says, as if the 
game were defending itself. She now wants Elmo to enter the game with her in his ‘detective’ 
persona, and to get rid of the hacker so that she can beat the game and win the big prize.  

They touch on Elmo’s troubles. She compares Elmo to a computer that is overloaded. “The 
problem isn’t the traffic light, but something inside your head,” she (rightly) concludes. 

Elmo agrees to help. For this, he needs a MELOhub (a VR headset). There is a special offer at the 
moment - but to buy it, he has to sell his cherished detective gear. This he does, thanks to his 
kind friends who all offer to buy the various items. Birol is among them: he appears, wheeling a 
supermarket trolley full of bottles and wearing a dressing gown. He thrusts Idefix at Elmo. 
Idefix, he says, has a problem: if he is given ‘human’ food on full moon nights, it is like poison to 
him and causes him to behave in crazy ways. He has already told Elmo that Idefix can’t stop 
eating once he starts. 

Elmo tries to cross the road, but is gripped by another panic attack. 

Safely at home, Elmo and Nelly talk about Berthold. Elmo tells Nelly his plan to fix the traffic 
light problem, and asks for her help. She says she will help him by forbidding him to carry out 
his plan. 

Elmo goes to buy the MELOhub. They have sold out, but the young assistant offers to sell him 
hers as she already has one. With her help, he tries to play the game again. This time, he’s on the 
top of a mountain made of Chinese noodles. The monsters are there, but they are now playing 
nicely. He agrees that the game is not as frightening as he had thought. 
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On his way home, he suddenly sees Idefix leaping towards a bin, in search of food. Idefix and 
Birol are by the faulty traffic light. Elmo panics. A lorry is hurtling towards them. Idefix jumps. 
Birol jumps after him, and Elmo jumps after Birol. 

Then time seems to stand still - and we are taken back to where the story begins. 

This novel initially seems to be a straightforward ‘young detective solves the mystery’ type 
story. However, it opens up far more questions than it answers. Elmo finds the missing girl, but 
her father - having asked Elmo to do so - isn’t interested. What is really the matter with the dog? 
Why does Tuna lead a kind of double life? She changes into a neat school uniform and plaits her 
hair in order to be collected by her mother in a big Mercedes - but actually spends her time 
skiving off school, playing MELOdiy. Why does she have a prosthetic leg?  

These unanswered questions are part of the generally mysterious nature of the novel as a 
whole. There is a distinct hint that what we consider to be ‘real life’ is actually a game. Just like 
our virtual personae in computer games, we are assailed by real-life problems and hostile 
characters; we have to decide how to deal with them. Do we fight them, with all the anxiety and 
stress that this brings, or do we adopt Elmo’s technique and (metaphorically) jump over them?  

The freeze-frame opening contributes to this idea. If we are not part of some strange virtual 
reality game, are we part of a film? Would everything stop if someone pressed the ‘pause’ 
button? 

This is an unusual and unsettling story. It deals with big topics of grief, loss, fear, abandonment, 
and loneliness. However, it is also filled with hope and love and chinks of light. Elmo’s 
relationship with Nelly is strengthened by the shared loss of Berthold, and Hertha’s role as a 
quasi-maternal figure in Elmo’s life is particularly touching. Birol is a finely drawn character: 
one might expect him to ‘come good’ in the usual and slightly clichéd way that this so often 
happens in fiction - but he doesn’t. He remains flawed, but is appealing despite (or precisely 
because of?) this. 

This is not a straightforward story. However, it is a story with considerable merit - and a story 
that stays with the reader long after the final pages. It is compelling and thought-provoking, and 
would be enjoyed by girls and boys alike. Although its target readership would be young people 
aged 10+, it is sufficiently thought-provoking to appeal to adults, too. The ‘computer game’ 
element would also perhaps help to encourage less keen readers to try it out. They would not be 
disappointed. 

Author and former social worker Benjamin Tienti lives in Neukölln, where he also works in a 
school. This is his third novel for young people, and the first he has written jointly with his punk 
band colleague Sebastian Kiefer. Together, they capture the highs and lows experienced by all 
young people, as well as deftly depicting the bustle and noise of Berlin, one of the biggest and 
most thrilling cities in the world. 
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Sample Chapter of Auf dem Gipfel wachsen Chinanudeln (Mountains of Chinese Noodles) 

 

(pages 104 - 118) 

 

A HOLE IN THE NEWSPAPER. 

GETTING CLOSE TO MY TARGET. 

HANDCUFFS 

 

99 Tricks for the modern Master Detective 

by Master Detective Rufus Rockerfeller 

 

TRICK 12: Discover the six steps of successful observation. Learn them by heart. 

 

I begin with ‘observation’. 

Step One: Check your equipment. 

That’s easy enough. 

I haven’t got anything with me. No binoculars, no camouflage net, not even a false beard. 

All I’ve got is myself. Rufus would love that one. 

The detective and his mental powers - undisguised research skills. 

Just creep into the bushes at Tempelhof Dam and move a couple of branches aside. 

Start by checking out the lie of the land. 

 

Step Two: Check out the lie of the land. 

This doesn’t take long. It’s a very small park. 

‘Park’ might in fact be a bit of an exaggeration. It’s more like a little field behind the bushes, just 
by the Underground exit. 
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There are benches all round the field. A solitary newspaper is lying on one of them, flapping in 
the breeze.  

At the furthest edge is a concrete column reaching up into the sky. 

This concrete block offers the only bit of shade. 

And that’s where she’s sitting. 

Cross-legged on the ground. About fifty metres from me. 

That must be my target. No doubt about it. 

 

Step Three: Identify your target 

Well, I can’t exactly be sure. Because she’s wearing … um … something on her head. Some kind 
of weird glasses. But far too big and clunky to be glasses. It covers half of her face and is 
strapped round her head. What is it? 

Wait a minute, Elmo. Be methodical. Don’t let your thoughts run away with you. You need to be 
systematic if you want to come to firm conclusions. 

These weird glasses are at any rate the most unusual identifying feature. 

She’s also wearing black gloves, and she’s waving her hands around in the air. 

Every time she moves, something on her leg catches the sunlight. It could be something metal - 
it’s difficult to say. 

The only thing that looks like the photo is the knot of hair on top of her head. 

Conclusion? Clearly unclear. 

I need to get closer. 

But I’ll need a disguise. 

 

Step Four: Blend in to your surroundings 

I saunter oh-so-casually towards the bench, hands behind my back. I even whistle while I walk. I 
sit on the newspaper and remain sitting for precisely two minutes. 

Then I reach down and pull out the newspaper. I shake it out, make a hole in the cover with my 
finger, hold it up to my face, and immediately feel almost completely invisible. I peep through 
the hole. It works. I have become part of the park. 

Nothing’s going to stop me now. 
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I just need to get a bit closer. 

 

Step Five: Get closer to your target 

I use the crab technique to make my way along the benches. It’s not entirely straightforward 
with the newspaper in front of my face. Not least because I simultaneously have to keep my eye 
on the ground and my target. But it seems to work. 

That is, until the final bench. Then I trip. Perhaps the crab technique wasn’t quite so well 
thought out. I stumble past the bench, and just manage to throw myself sideways, banging my 
bottom on the edge of the bench in the process. Ouch. However, I am at least sitting down again. 

I look through the newspaper. 

Well, I’ll be blowed. 

She’s gone! 

 

Step Six: Expect the unexpected 

I’m not joking. She’s not there any more. 

I don’t believe it! 

It was only a couple of seconds! 

I put the newspaper down and lean forwards. I screw up my eyes. Ahead, under the concrete 
lump, I can still see her glasses and the gloves. She must be around here somewhere… 

 

Click! 

 

Something attaches itself to my hand. I whirl round - and there she is, right behind me! She’s just 
walking away. I jump up - or, rather, I try to jump up, but something is stopping me. 

My right hand is … handcuffed! I’m handcuffed to the bench! 

She’s trapped me! 

I try to pull my hand away, but all that does is hurt. 

She grins at me from a safe distance. 

“Ha - serves you right, innit,” she says. Then she says to herself: “he didn’t see that one coming.” 
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“WHAT’S GOING ON?!” I yell. 

She plucks an invisible fleck of dust from her T-shirt. 

“Good question.” She flicks the invisible fleck in my direction. 

“You’re going to have to come up with a pretty good answer, you dumb stalker!” 

 

A WHITE LIE. THE WHOLE TRUTH. 

AND MY SECOND CASE. 

 

99 Tricks for the modern Master Detective 

by Master Detective Rufus Rockerfeller 

 

TRICK 83: Lie, if need be. 

Don’t lie unless you really have to. 

 

“What’s your name? Who sent you? Why have you been sniffing around me for weeks? Don’t you 
dare lie!” 

Tuna has put her hands on her hips. 

“For weeks? No I haven’t. Let me go!” 

Tuna raises an eyebrow.  

“No! I want some answers. You can stay exactly where you are. Believe me, I’m in no hurry. You 
can stay there until Christmas, so far as I’m concerned.” 

We glare at one aother. The battle of the glares. 

She’s not much taller than me. 

And now I can see what was catching the sunlight by her leg. Her leg is … metal. An actual metal 
leg. 

Beneath her left knee is a steel rod instead of a lower leg. The rod is shiny, as if freshly polished, 
and disappears inside her trainer. 
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“What are you gawping at? What sort of person stares at an amputee’s false leg? That’s 
extremely rude, you know.” 

“Amputee…” I say flatly. 

“Just look elsewhere, thanks very much!” 

“I can’t,” I say. 

“What do you mean, you can’t?” 

“I …. I’m … kind of jealous.” It just slips out. I instantly realise that it was the worst thing I could 
possibly have said. She glares at me again and turns to her right. She then spreads her arms out, 
as if addressing an audience: 

“He’s jealous. Now I’ve heard it all, eh?” 

She turns back to me and snaps: “So what exactly are you so jealous of?! The fact that I don’t 
have to take part in Sports Day any more? Or the fact that I can park anywhere I like?” 

“You… you’ve got a driving licence?” 

She looks puzzled. 

Then she suddenly laughs. 

“Not bad,” she says, turning aside again. “Quick-witted as well as jealous. Impressive.” 

“I didn’t mean it,” I say, pointing towards her metal leg with my free hand. “It looks seriously 
cool. It just does.” 

She looks at me closely. Does she think I’m taking the piss? There’s a tiny hint of a smile, but she 
quickly switches it off. 

“Okay. Let’s talk about you, then. What do you want with my game? Why do you keep trying to 
hijack my hub? And why are you hiding behind newspapers? You’d be better off just infecting 
my computer with your coding rubbish if you want to hack me. What you’re doing now is just 
embarrassing!” 

“I haven’t got a clue what you’re talking about. I … I’m a detective!” 

“Ha ha ha - really?! Now they’re putting detectives onto me?” 

“Who?” 

“That’s precisely my question. Who exactly are you?” 

I sigh. 
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Rufus says: 

If you’re not in control of a situation, give away as little as possible. 

Lie if you need to. 

Don’t lie unless you have to. 

“I … I … I’m Elmo. And I, um, I … was looking for … someone.” 

“Who?” 

“That’s … that’s a professional confidence. I … I can’t tell you. Even if I wanted to.” 

“But you’re looking for me! I’m the one you’ve been sniffing around after!” 

Bah. 

I need to think for a moment. A very long moment. Until I come up with a solution. Or a sort-of 
solution. 

“I have got more or less no information about my … target. And you haven’t introduced yourself 
yet. So how’m I supposed to know who you are? And could you please undo me? This is killing 
me!” 

She takes half a step towards me. “Tell me the truth. Are you my stalker?” 

“No. What’s a stalker, anyway?” 

“So you don’t know who I am?” 

Shit. 

“Um … no. Not really.” 

“So you don’t go around hacking into gaming servers?” 

“What? No! Gaming hacks?!” 

She looks me up and down, then up again. 

“Y’know, Hugo …” 

“Elmo.” 

“ … I can sniff out a liar from a hundred metres away. But you smell like air freshener. 
Absolutely nothing. D’you get me?” She spreads out her arms and laughs, expecting me to 
applaud. No idea why. 

I surreptitiously sniff my T-shirt.  
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“I’m not a liar,” I say. 

She reaches into her trousers pocket and produces a little key. 

It’s on a chain. She holds the chain up and dangles the key in front of my nose. 

“If I let you go…” 

“Yes?” 

“… I swear that if you lie to me, you’ll regret it. I’ve had it up to here with liars.” 

She comes closer to me and glares at me again. Then she bends down and frees my right hand. I 
rub my wrist. Stretch. Stand up. I ought to be more grateful that I can normally stand up without 
any further ado. 

“I’m Tuna,” she says. She turns and walks over to the concrete column. 

I stand there for a while, swinging my arms. Waiting. What for? No idea. Maybe for someone to 
ask me to join her. But that doesn’t happen. 

I go over to her. She’s sitting cross-legged again, picking bits of fluff off her weird glasses. 

“What actually is that?” 

She looks up and points to the ground. I sit down. 

“A MELOhub. Can’t you see?” 

“To do with this game thing?” 

“Exactly. To do with this game thing.” 

“I … I don’t know much about it. I kind of hadn’t realised that everyone’s playing it at the 
moment.” 

“Where’ve you been? On Neptune? Saturn? Mars?” 

“At home.” 

“Callisto? Ganymede?” She opens her eyes wide. “Or Io, perhaps?” She turns back to her 
imaginary audience, enjoying the applause. 

“What? Stop it.” 

“Aww, he becomes all sensitive when things are aimed at him, does he?” 

I decide not to take this any further. I point to the glasses that she’s holding. 

“What do you do with them?” 
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She carries on laughing until she finally realises that I really am not laughing along with her. She 
sighs. 

“They’re VR glasses. Virtual Reality. You know what that is, don’t you?” 

“Um, I might do.” 

“You really have spent too much time at home, haven’t you?” 

“Are you good at the game?” 

“Am I good? Okay, you can’t have been stalking me, otherwise you’d know that.” 

I didn’t reply. 

“I’m so incredibly good at it that I sometimes think that MELOdiy was made especially for me.” 

“I heard it’s supposed to be really difficult,” I say, making the most of the one thing I know. 

“Rubbish. Difficult. It’s just not a game for most people. Even if they think it is. It just doesn’t suit 
everyone. Normal people simply don’t get it.” She folds her hand behind her head. 

“I got to the last boss a week ago. Ninety-nine percent of people have never even set eyes on 
him.” 

“So why do they all play it?” 

“Money, Ingo …” 

“Elmo.” 

“Quite. The big prize - and sheer hubris. They’re all taken in. They all think they’re going to be 
the one who does it. They clamour to buy it. But it’s beyond impossible, as I happen to know.” 

“So you reckon that nobody can win the game?” 

“That’s another story, Elmo. A completely different story. If we get to know one another a bit 
better, I might even tell you. But not now. I’ll have to go in a minute. But given that you’ve been 
fortunate enough to meet me - do you fancy it?” 

“What?” 

“Having a go! The game! Have a quick look. Breathe in the mountain air.” 

“I’ve never tried it. I’m not sure …” 

“Half the universe would die for the chance, Elmo.” 

“I dunno. I’m not very good at that sort of thing.” 

“Rubbish. What can go wrong? It’s just a game.” She gives me the glasses. 
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They feel quite heavy. 

“Will I be able to see anything with them on?” 

“In the real world? No.” 

“Hear anything?” 

“Nope.” 

“So I’d be completely in your hands?” 

“Yep. But you can trust me. I’ve decided that you’re cool. And anyway, you’ve not  got a clue 
about the game. I’d like to know what happens when someone goes from below zero to more 
than a hundred.” 

“Um … how’m I supposed to react?” 

“I suggest in your case: like a detective.” 

“Okay, then,” I say. “Okay.” 

“That’s the spririt, Elmo! On they go - wait, I’ll put the gloves on for you.” 

I pull the headset over my head; a piece of broad elastic holds it in place. It’s immediately pitch 
dark; there isn’t the tiniest chink of light from outside. 

“I … I really can’t see anything,” I say. 

“Yes, that’s the point of them, Elmo. Pull the band over your ears - the earphones are built into 
it.” 

I pull the band over my ears, and now it’s silent as well as dark. I can feel her hand on mine; she 
pulls the gloves on one after the other, fiddles around with the front of the headset for what 
feels like an eternity - I can only feel what she’s doing. Then I’m sitting in the darkness, playing 
with the gloves. 

The band is moved away from my left ear, and I can hear Tuna’s voice: 

“Okay. I’m going to switch on, and then you’ll go straight there, there’s no introduction or 
anything. Just look around and enjoy the view. Wait until I switch off. Don’t just pull it off, okay? 
Whatever happens. It’s bad for the lens.” 

I nod. 

She pulls the elastic band back over my ear. 

How do I always end up in these situations? 
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blip. 

Imagine this. You’re blinking. 

You’re at the top of Mount Everest. 

Right at the top. At the summit. 

But there’s no snow -  

It’s covered with cooked Chinese noodles. 

There’s a storm whistling in your ears. But you can’t feel anything on your skin. 

You hold your hands up to your face. They have turned into cartoon hands. 

Just imagine everything suddenly falls silent. So much so that your ears are buzzing. 

Everything goes dark. 

wop! 

wOP! 

WOP!! 

Every flap of the wings presses on your ears. So loud. 

So deep that your stomach starts to turn somersaults. 

It lands in your vision from above, as if from nowhere. 

A dragon. 

Beats its wings once more and lands directly in front of you. It bangs its legs into the mountain. 
Seconds later, two hooks come out of its wings and fix themselves into the stone. 

To your left and right. 

CLONK! CLONK! 

Its mouth is coming towards you. It stops metres before your face. 

Where its heart should be, there is a jagged black hole. 

There’s a deep growling sound. 

It looks at you.  

Eyes like sapphires. 
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Far too small for its head. 

It opens its mouth. Slowly, so slowly. 

Imagine the sound. 

A sound like thousands of forks scraping across thousands of plates. 

SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECH. 

Then everything goes black. 

 

 


